Program for Instructional Excellence
The Florida State University

PIE Coffee Hour & Teaching
Workshop Series—Fall 2018 (Nov/Dec)
Come join fellow TAs and instructors to discuss strategies and techniques that
promote excellence in teaching and learning -- bring your questions, concerns,
and ideas! As always, coffee & pie will be provided!
All workshops qualify for PFF, PFP, and PIE credit. Location and Time (All events):
3:30-5:00pm in the Great Hall (4th floor) of the Honors, Scholars, & Fellows House
(All workshops)

Thurs 11/1 (TBD) -Accessibility,
Universal Design, and Canvas

Universal Design in education (UD) is a movement
to create course materials and design learning environments that are accessible to everyone without
needing to make special adaptations to your course
design. At this workshop you will learn more about
the principles and practice of UD and how you can
make your Canvas site and digital course materials
accessible.

Friday 11/16 - Engaging Students in
Large Classes

Teaching a large class can be a challenging experience. What are some best practices to keep students actively learning and participating? This
workshop will cover ways to keep lectures engaging and activities you can include to add variety to
your teaching techniques.

Tues 12/4 - Mindfulness in the Classroom Why and How?
Mindfulness is not just a trendy term, it’s also a growing area
within higher education research. Discover why more and more
instructors are incorporating mindfulness into their classrooms
and how it can help your students’ learning process.

The Program for Instructional Excellence (PIE) strives to enrich the learning experience for undergraduate students at FSU by supporting the teaching efforts of graduate student teaching assistants through its various services. PIE offers professional development programs that create opportunities to foster
a sense of collaboration and community among all graduate student teaching assistants at FSU.

Please register at the PIE website at http://pie.fsu.edu.
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